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Please don't ask me how it has happened, because l'm dashed if I know, but
three of my five communications have turned out to be connected with BED.

The present speculation was born when I considered the new Chinese silk
pyjamas which came into my possession late last December. These pyjamas
are much more comfortable than any nocturnal habiliments that t have ever
worn before. lt intrigued me to discover that they are actually 90% sitk and
10o/o rayon. I shared this fact with an old friend from church who in his eartier
years was responsible for setting up textile plants all over the Far East. He
smiled. After a moment he told me that several natural fibres take on extra
strength, resilience, and general manageability when they are combined with a
small percentage of artificial fibre.
Now here are three questions. Not everyone can afford to buy very expensive
gut strings that don't last, and no one has yet created a durabte artificiat
material that sounds as good as gut. Should we be trying to make strings for
lutes and viols from a mixture of natural gut and artificial fibre? Oi tras
anyone already succeeded in making experimental composite strings? Are
we prepared to follow the example of those African builders who make
serviceable concrete blocks from a mixture of soil and cement?
Five further questions relate to the woodwind department of the early music
consort. A certain amount of gunge accumulates in the bores of cornamuses,
crumhorns, and racketts. How should we get that gunge out? ,,you shouldn,t
be asking such a stupid question," say the authenticity-gurus, ,,because no
one was able to get the gunge out during the sixteenth century."
Oh, dear. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was known for
makers to nail on the necks of their violins, but in time an elegant carved joint
came to take the place of nails. Today not even the authenticity-gurus would
expect a violin-maker to use nails. So let's move back to the woodwind
department. Would anything be lost if we made the bottom end-caps of our
cornamuses and racketts removeable? Would anything be lost if we endowed
our crumhorns with plugged drain-holes? Finally, have you ever tried to wash
out the bore of a cornamuse, or a crumhorn, or a rackett, and if so, did you
notice an improvement in the sound of the instrument afterwards?
Once I met a rackett-maker called Mr A who fitted his instruments with
removeable end-caps. (Each end-cap was held in place by four knurled brass
nuts. These nuts looked a bit like old-fashioned battery-terminals.) I greatly
respected Mr A. He wanted to create untrammelled SONTC models of
sixteenth-century musical notes. At their worst, the gurus want to create
VISUAL models of sixteenth-century musical instruments. Sometimes they
can't see the wood for the gunge that clogs their own minds. Witl they
denounce a quartet of knurled brass nuts as no less absurd than a Boehmsystem rackett? lf so, they are akin to the mad schoolteachers who waged a
war on moral grounds against the introduction of the ball-point pen. Alas!
The scholarship of Lilliput has two terminals, and both of them are negative.
By the way, the four brass nuts looked rather attractive on a rosewood rackett.
lf you hate the thought of them, you should make a screw-on rackett end-cap.
You'll need to put a threaded metal band around the end of the body, and a
corresponsive threaded band inside the cap. There! A perfect visual model.

